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Important Disclaimer
You are not eligible and you are not to purchase any Netterium 
(NETR) tokens in the Netterium Token Sale (as referred to in this 
Whitepaper) if you are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green 
card holder of the United States of America or a resident of the 
People’s Republic of China.  

There are risks and uncertainties associated with Netcheckr and 
Netterium and/or the Distributor and their respective businesses and 
operations, the Netterium tokens, the Netterium Initial Token Sale 
and the Netcheckr App (each as referred to in this Whitepaper). You 
can find a description of the risk related to the Token Sale under the 
section named Legal, which should be read carefully.  

This Whitepaper, any part thereof and any copy thereof must not be 
taken or transmitted to any country where distribution or 
dissemination of Token Sale or Token Crowdsale like the one 
described in this Whitepaper is prohibited or restricted.  

The Netterium tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any 
jurisdiction. Netterium tokens are utility tokens and cannot have a 
performance or a particular value outside the Netcheckr Platform. 
Therefore, this Whitepaper cannot constitute a prospectus or offer 
document for investment in securities.  

This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on 
any advice to sell, or any solicitation of any offer by Netcheckr to 
purchase any Netterium tokens or give any advice in any investment 
decision.
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“A decentralised 
blockchain-based 

advertising 
marketplace that 

connects influencers 
with business 

brands all over the 
world.“
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Executive Summary
Netcheckr  is a Blockchain-based online marketplace connecting 
social media influencers to businesses worldwide. Netcheckr  will 
be the first platform of its kind to allow advertisers to promote brand 
awareness, increase sales and enhance the visibility of their 
companies through targeted influencer marketing campaigns.  

The Netcheckr  platform uses Netterium , an Ethereum-based 
token, as the unified mode of payment between influencers and 
companies, in addition to Blockchain-based smart contracts. This will 
allow the safe and regulated interaction of all parties, preventing 
fraud and the need for third party intermediaries. 

Netcheckr ’s  Smart Algorithms help brands select the best 
influencers based on various parameters including relevance, 
popularity and demographics. The user-friendly interface provides 
profile pages for all influencers and quantified marketing campaign 
projections, maximizing the return on advertising budgets. The 
platform also helps both small and large-scale influencers find new 
brands and monetise content more easily and profitably. 

An analysis of virtually every metric shows that the influencer 
marketing sector is experiencing exponential growth. Netcheckr  is 
positing itself to be the sector’s future leader, thanks to its state-of-
the-art platform, effective marketing campaign tools and the security 
advantages of Blockchain-based technology. 
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Objectives Of  
The Token Protocol

‣ Netcheckr intends to build a Blockchain-based online 
marketplace connecting social media influencers to businesses 
worldwide. 

‣ There is no current platform for influencers to not only maintain 
consistent deal flow, with companies that match the profiles they 
advertise. There are also no options for companies to interact in 
a transparent way with these influencers. Netcheckr does both. 

‣ The protocol’s algorithms will assist brands in selecting the best 
influencers based on a variety of tested parameters.  

‣ Netcheckr is a one-stop solution for the new influencer 
marketing boom, and makes monetization safe through the 
Netterium token.



The Opportunity:  
The Influencer Marketing Boom

In the last 5 years social media influencers have had an increasingly 
larger impact on the advertising and marketing industries. Influencer 
marketing is now the fastest growing niche in the digital marketing 
sector, with global spending expected to grow from $2 billion in 
2017 to $10 billion by 2020:
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Market surveys and analyses point to the various strengths of 
influencer marketing, among which:
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‣ High ROI
The profitability of influencer marketing sets it apart from that of 
other channels, including digital ones. The ROI of influencer 
marketing ad spending outperforms that of banner ads by a factor of 
more than 5 times:

A  2015 survey by Tomoson  highlighted how influencer marketing 
can significantly increase sales for brands who engage in it. 
Businesses are on average generating $6.50 in revenues for every 
$1 spent on influencer marketing, with the top 13% of businesses 
making more than $20. This compares to an average of only $2 in 
revenues generated by business for every $1 spent on Google 
Adwords.
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‣ Stronger Awareness & Higher Engagement
Influencers and their content exert an increasingly stronger influence 
on the purchasing decisions of consumers: 

• Almost 92% of people trust recommendations from individuals 
over brands. 

• Facebook posts and YouTube videos influence 19% and 18% of 
consumer purchases respectively, compared to only 7.4% for TV 
ads, 4.7% for print ads and 4.5% for digital ads. 

• Nearly 40% of Twitter users have made a purchase as a direct 
result of a Tweet from an influencer. 

This is even more the case for millennials, who in 2019 will become 
the largest demographic cohort in the USA, surpassing the baby 
boomer generation: 

• 70% of millennials prefer product endorsements by non-
celebrity bloggers. 

• An estimated 62% of 18-24 year olds would buy a YouTuber-
endorsed product. 

• Millennials are 3x times more likely than boomers to rely on 
social media channels to make purchasing decisions. 

Consumers appreciate influencer marketing due its perceived 
qualities of honesty, integrity and non-intrusiveness. Other forms of 
digital marketing are instead increasingly shunned. In the USA, the 
number of ad-blocking internet users has more than doubled from 
15.7% of the total in 2014 to 32% in 2017. There were 615 million ad-
blocking devices worldwide in early 2017, compared to 326 million 
only 2 years earlier. 
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‣ The Increasing Interest Of Business
Having noticed developments, brands are allotting a more significant 
share of their marketing budgets to influencer marketing: 

• 63% of marketers increased their influencer marketing 
budgets in 2017, compared to 59% in 2016. 

• 67% of marketing and communication professionals engage 
with influencers for content promotion. 

• 84% of companies plan on working with a social media star in 
2018. 

Spending on traditional advertising methods is meanwhile 
stagnating. TV ad spending in the US fell by 3% in 2017, with less 
than 30% of advertisers planning to increase spending in 2018. Print 
advertising also shrunk in 2017, by 3.5%, while radio ad spending is 
expected to remain virtually unchanged between 2017 and 2021. 
While originally influencer marketing affected mainly the film, music, 
and gaming sectors, this trend is also changing. Social media 
influence is expanding to previously untouched sectors, including 
automobiles, tourism and financial services. 

Despite the clear growth trajectory and potential scope of the sector, 
many obstacles prevent both brands and influencers to fully take 
advantage of the influencer marketing boom.



The brand is  
no longer what  

we tell the 
consumer it is  

-it is what 
consumers 

tell each 
other    
it is 
S C O T T 
COOK
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The Problem  
and Current Options

The advantages of influencer marketing are clear: 

• Consumers believe in influencers and rate highly their opinions 
and recommendations on products. Consequently, an 
estimated 88% of marketing professionals consider influencer 
marketing either effective or very effective in raising brand 
awareness. 

• It allows a tailor-made marketing approach depending on the 
influencer chosen, allowing virtually endless opportunities of 
making the marketing message specific and unique. 
Influencers have the freedom to carry out the promotion in a 
way that is most suitable to them, their reputation and their 
audience. 

• It offers unprecedented growth potential, both within and 
across the economy. Although over two-thirds of advertising 
brands have implemented influencer marketing into their 
strategies, 41% of them are spending less than 5% of their 
budgets on Influencer campaigns. Also, 34.1% of influencer 
marketing campaign budgets remain below $5,000.
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The influencer marketing industry is still in its very early stages. That 
means it is affected by various problems which are hampering its 
growth and acceptance, among these: 

• A tentative, ambiguous and uncertain pricing structure. 
Influencers do not know how much to charge brands, while 
brands do not know how much they should spend on 
influencers. The result is a slower adoption rate. 

• The lack of clear payment and contractual structures. 
Advertisers want to be sure they receive the services they pay 
for, while influencers want to be sure they are paid. 

• Difficulties in measuring ROI and the lack of analytical tools to 
analyse influencer marketing campaigns. Among marketing 
professionals, 80% think ROI measures for influencer marketing 
need to improve, while 66% consider tracking influence 
effectively as the major challenge. 

• Difficulties in finding influencers (for brands). An estimated 
67.6% of marketers consider finding relevant influencers the 
biggest influencer marketing challenge. Advertisers also find it 
increasingly difficult to manage simultaneously many different 
influencers. Each one needs a separate channel of 
communication and payroll structure, making it a tedious and 
time-consuming process compared to doing it on a single 
platform. Interactions on platforms such as Instagram and 
Snapchat are far from seamless, as messages are often lost or 
ignored, making communication inefficient.
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• Difficulties in finding brands (for influencers). The majority of 
collaborations go to the top 1% of influencers, leaving most 
with limited opportunities to monetise their content. That is 
despite the fact that micro-influencers on Instagram (defined as 
those with less than 30k followers) are 6.7x times more efficient 
per engagement than influencers with larger followings. Non-
celebrity bloggers are also 10x times more likely to influence 
in-store purchases than celebrity influencers. 

Netcheckr aims to solve all these challenges by providing an 
effective, Blockchain-based and user-friendly influencer marketing 
platform, harnessing in full the sector’s growth potential.
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Netcheckr: The Solution
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Netcheckr aims to create the world’s largest, most effective and best 
rated influencer marketing ecosystem. The Netcheckr platform offers 
numerous features that solve all the existing problems of the sector, 
while creating new opportunities for profitable influencer marketing:

‣ The Netterium Token
The Netcheckr ecosystem revolves around Netterium, an ERC20 
compatible token. The Netterium token will be the standard currency 
used for all transactions between influencers and advertisers on the 
Netcheckr platform. The use of a single token simplifies the process 
of payment and allows users from around the world to participate, 
while eliminating the money transfer and intermediary fees 
associated with fiat currency payments. 

Platform users will not only be able to use the Netterium token to 
carry out transactions, they will also be able to use it on other social 
media platforms. Platform users can manage their tokens through 
any of the following methods:



• Through the use of a crypto wallet integrated with their 
Netcheckr account. This will allow investors to directly interact 
with the Blockchain while remaining in full control of their keys 
and funds. In addition, platform users will be able to purchase 
Netterium directly from exchanges like Coinbase, without the 
use of third party wallets. 

• By importing their Ethereum wallet which contains SMT tokens 
with a private key. 

• By connecting any ERC20-compatible MetaMask wallet to their 
Netcheckr account. Netterium token holders will have premium 
access to platform services like in-depth analytical data, unique 
insights on brand outreach and premium advertising formats 
among the others. 

‣ Netcheckr Smart Algorithms
Netcheckr’s Smart Algorithms constitute a unique technological 
competitive advantage in the field of influencer selection, ROI 
calculation and marketing campaign management. Each influencer 
on Netcheckr has a continuously updated profile where his/her 
Online Net Worth and Message Value are displayed. Netcheckr’s 
algorithms measure different relevant elements including followers, 
visualisations, popularity, engagement, and content output, among 
others, to measure influencer value. Advertisers are recommended 
the influencers that best match their brand identity, target 
demographics and campaign goals. The algorithms then calculate a 
fair Message Value for each proposed campaign, ensuring that 
influencers are adequately paid and brands do not overpay. 
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‣ Smart Contracts
Blockchain-based smart contracts are considered to be the future of 
legal agreements, financial transactions and information storage. On 
the Netcheckr platform, Smart Contracts ensure that all payments 
and transactions are completed safely, quickly and free from any 
cybersecurity risks. When an influencer and an advertiser agree to 
collaborate, the defining characteristics of the contract between the 
two parties are set out. This includes milestones to be accomplished, 
conditions for payment, and campaign targets. The Smart Contract 
avoids the needs for any third party intermediaries, as all interactions 
are recorded onto the immutable ledger. When a collaboration has 
been completed and all contract conditions have been fulfilled, 
payment to the influencer is performed automatically. Furthermore, 
the nature of Blockchain’s distributed public ledger technology 
prevents fraudulent transactions and record tampering.

‣ Intuitive User Interface
The Netcheckr platform features an intuitive, informative and easy to 
use dashboard where users can monitor all their influencer 
marketing campaigns, post tasks quickly and receive and/or make 
payments:
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All influencers will have profile pages, where their Online Net Worth 
and Message Value data will be rated and updated continuously by 
Smart Algorithms. This will help advertisers to select quickly and 
precisely the most appropriate influencer for their brand message, 
marketing objective and budget.    |  Page #�18
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The final result is that Netcheckr: 

• Helps influencers of all sizes and from all niches to better 
monetise their influencing power, connect to more brands and 
boost the value of their influencing activity. 

• Helps brands gain larger exposure, increase customer 
awareness and improve their marketing budget ROIs. 

• Creates an efficient market where campaign results and 
influence are measured more accurately - giving both brands 
and influencers more influencer marketing opportunities 



Blockchain Utility
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Netterium and the Netcheckr Platform use Blockchain not only for 
the secure transfer of value from advertisers to influencers, but also 
to immediately and continuously update influencers’ profiles. 
Transactions are hosted on a distributed ledger, in which network 
members validate the involved parties. This is prevents abuse and 
unauthorized transactions on the platform. Without integrated 
decentralized protocols, the updating of influencers’ information 
would not be seamless. Furthermore, this integration allows updates 
to be directly linked to the Netcheckr payment system, namely the 
transfer of Netterium tokens to influencers upon deal completion 
with a specific client.

The Netterium Economy
All data is encrypted and protected using AES25-GCM with 256-bit 
key size for every 128-bit block, ensuring data integrity. The 
proprietary pricing algorithms Netcheckr uses are built on backtests 
that we have conducted on a variety of historical data.
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‣ Abuse Prevention
All actions and transactions that occur on on the platform are 
recorded on the Ethereum distributed ledger, which will prevent 
abuse given its public nature. All the terms of an engagement 
between influencers and advertisers are also logged onto a smart 
contract that is deployed on the Ethereum blockchain. As a result, 
each piece of the platform, and the resulting transactions, can be 
cross-checked and validated by the public. There will be no delays in 
the transfer of tokens, and as such platform integrity will be 
maintained as long as the Ethereum public ledger is maintained. 



To enable us to manage the Netcheckr platform and its services, we 
will charge a percentage commission for each contract completed.  
The charge will depend on the type and complexity of the contract. 
We however are aiming to keep the commission rate at around 5%. 
The Netterium token will generate a self-driven financial system which 
will depend on the continuous collaboration of influencers, 
advertisers, marketers, and business brands. Investors in the Netterium 
token will be able to profit from the ongoing expansion and 
development of the Netcheckr platform.
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Netcheckr Business Model



The Netcheckr  
Marketing Push
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1.Blockchain Enthusiasts: This demographic is a primary 
target audience, as many aspects of privacy and data 
ownership appeal to it. Members of this group will also be 
attracted by our bounty and airdrop campaigns, where they 
can accumulate Netterium tokens on favourable terms. 
Additionally, press releases, articles published on high-profile 
Blockchain/ICO websites combined with social media 
promotion will ensure high visibility for Netcheckr with this 
demographic. 

2.Blockchain Interested Influencers: Most influencers 
today are very interested in Blockchain and the implications it 
will have for the world. As a result, recruiting influencers to a 
platform that will use Blockchain to help them develop their 
revenue streams will represent an attractive proposition. 

3.Blockchain Companies: Blockchain companies seeking to 
generate additional hype about their companies/ICOs could 
certainly use this platform. Additionally, this group may be 
dissatisfied with their current inability to reach out to 
influencers to market their products and ICOs, and may see 
Netcheckr as the obvious solution to forge these relationships.

Prior to the platform launch, NETCHECKR will engage in a marketing 
strategy targeting the following customer groups: 
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The Netterium ICO

In addition to being the Netcheckr platform’s cryptocurrency, 
Netterium (NETR) will also be used to fund the project. The hard cap 
for the Netterium Initial Coin Offering (ICO) will be 750.000.000 
tokens at a price of €0,02 per token, for total proceeds of € 
15.000.000. The soft cap will be 75.000.000 tokens, equivalent to € 
1.500.000 in proceeds. 

Early investors will receive up to a 40% bonus if they invest before 
June 30th, 2018. From July 1st to September 30th 2018, the bonus will 
be 20%. Tokens will be immediately available after investment and 
immediately transferable after purchase. The tokens will be available in 
our proprietary wallet, which will be available before the launch of the 
token sale.   

We intend to allot 5 million NETR tokens for the bounty campaign and 
2.5 million NETR tokens for the airdrop campaign. There will be no 
further Netterium tokens produced or added to the total supply, at any 
point in the future.

Token Structure & Allocation

The ICO proceeds will be immediately used for the development of 
the project. There will be no escrow actors in the United States. The 
domicile of the ICO will be the United Kingdom and the sole holder of 
the private keys will be CEO Robert Jeffrey. The use of the proceeds 
will be disclosed periodically in a quarterly report that will be audited 
and produced by a Big 4 accounting firm. 

ICO Proceeds & Escrow
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Revenues received through sale will be locked in an escrow wallet until 
the Netcheckr audit process has been executed, and all tokens have 
been delivered. Payments made for NETR tokens may be used 
according to purposes outlined in the Allocation Of ICO Funds 
section. Netcheckr has established a system of checks and balances to 
ensure the distribution of proceeds from the token sale meet the 
token distribution parameters and KYC protocol requirements.

Our smart contract has been audited by Nihal Patel and Anton 
Adamansky and is available at the following address: 

https://etherscan.io/address/0x66027305e35a4660a2d3bc93d53be4455ce08e67#code 

Smart Contract

Proceeds from the NETR Token Sale will be converted to GBP and will 
be held by Netcheckr in their UK domicile. The disbursement of 
revenues will also be contingent on the successful completion of 
milestones and will be subject to approval from the board of 
Netcheckr.  The use of token sale revenues is detailed in the Allocation 
Of ICO Funds section. 100% of the funds will be available 
immediately.

Disbursement Schedule

Those wishing to purchase Netterium tokens directly from the 
Netcheckr platform will need an Ethereum wallet. Users will need any 
non-exchange ETH wallet to request Netterium tokens. This ETH wallet 
will generate a personalized ETH address. When Netterium token 
buying is enabled, users will be able to specify the quantity of ETH 
they would like to exchange for NETR tokens.

How To Buy Netterium



Netterium tokens will be distributed as follows:

Netterium  
Token Distribution

% Of Tokens Number Of Tokens 
(MLN)

ICO Sale 64% 480

Team & Advisors 15% 112.5

Private Investors 10% 75

Reserve 11% 82.5

TOTAL 100% 750
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The proceeds from the Netterium token sale will be allocated as 
follows:

Allocation Of ICO Funds

% Of Funds Amount Of Funds 
(€ MLN)

Marketing/PR & 
General

42% 6.3

Platform Integration 21% 3.15

Operational 
Overheads

21% 3.15

Mobile App & 
Platform Integration 11% 1.65

Reserve 5% 0.75

TOTAL 100% 15
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Roadmap

Date Milestone

Q2 2018 

• Complete token distributions to users  
• Release wallet that will be used on the platform  
• Complete sale of the Netterium token 
• Promote token protocol to other startups for 

integration, such as Status etc.

Q3 2018

• Implementation of Netterium as a sole payment 
solution between influencers and advertisers 

• Begin marketing to influencers and advertisers 
for growth of the platform  

• Allow for open-exchange purchases of the 
Netterium Token 

Q4 2018

• Further UI development, API integration & listing 
on exchanges 

• Full suite deployment of the platform and 
integration with the Ethereum public ledger  

• Continue recruitment of users (companies) and 
influencers to the platform 

• Continue facilitating exchange relationships

Q1 2019
• Launch of global PR/Marketing campaign  
• Continue development of the protocol and use 

feedback to make changes to the platform

Q2 2019 • Marketing campaign targeted at top brands & 
companies worldwide
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Benanee Remulta | Social Media Manager 
Benanee is a Social Media Manager with experiences in various 
international companies, including Sanay, Mixeron and Brite Advice. 
Her specialties are brand building, digital marketing, graphic design 
and managing content flow. She holds a Bachelor’s in Mass 
Communications & Journalism from Silliman University.  LinkedIn

Robert Jeffrey | Founder & CEO 
Robert is an entrepreneur and marketing expert with 20+ years of 
experience managing, growing and selling companies. Particular 
experience in building new brands, creating marketing strategies and 
managing diverse teams. Among previous roles, he was CEO of SXM 
Vibes, an online entertainment portal, and Orit, a distributor of 

computer products in the Benelux region. LinkedIn

Team
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Anton Adamansky | Chief Technology Officer 
Anton has 15+ years of software development experience, working 
for large Fin-tech companies, agencies and startups. He is the creator 
of the Ethereum-based football betting service Foo.bet. His main 
areas of expertise are programming in Java, Python, Solidity and 
Kotlin. Anton is a proficient DB2, PostgreSQL, MySQL user and holds a 
Master’s degree in Physics from Novosibirsk State University. LinkedIn

Dean Lapinid | Corporate Marketing Executive 
Dean is a marketing expert with 7+ years of experience. He has 
worked on various ICOs and Blockchain-related projects as a 
community and communications manager. He is in charge of media 
relations and communications for Netcheckr, in addition to content 
management. Dean is a graduate of ABE International Business 

College (Philippines). LinkedIn

Vyacheslav Tyutyunkov | Full-stack developer 
Vyacheslav has 10+ years of experience as a Senior Java Backend 
Developer. He has participated in many development projects for 
customers and is a contributor for open source projects at Github. In 
addition, he has experience with many different frameworks and 
databases. Vyachelsav holds an Master’s degree in Information 

Technology from Novosibirsk State University. LinkedIn



Melissa Vitale | Public Relations Manager 
Melissa is a digital media and public relations professional with 
experience in entertainment, fashion, beauty, consumer technology 
and real estate. Her career began with  Jim Dowd, a PR working for 
U.S. President Donald Trump. Melissa’s PR emphasises on storytelling 
and cultivating strong relationships with lifestyle, business and tech 
media. As current CEO of Melissa Vitale PR, she has secured coverage 
for clients in Forbes, Business Insider, The New York Times and Vanity 
Fair, among others. Melissa holds a BA in Communication & Media 
Studies from Rutgers University. LinkedIn

Julius Reynolds | Marketing Advisor 
Julius heads N.1 Creative, a London-based agency providing 
advertising, marketing and consulting services. He and the N.1 
Creative provide technical, promotional and informational content for 
financial companies and FinTech startups. Julius holds degrees from 

Università Bocconi (Italy) and the University of Oxford. LinkedIn
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Omar Zaki | Legal Advisor 
Omar is a Blockchain Product Designer and technical writer. He is 
currently the CEO of BitTransfer, an ICO advisory group that has 
helped raise nearly $5 MLN of funds for Blockchain startups. 
Previously, Zaki worked as as fundamental analyst for private equity 
fund GT Partners. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in Mathematics, 
Physics and Economics from Yale University. LinkedIn

Nihal Patel | Blockchain Developer 
Nihal is an expert Blockchain Developer with experience in developing 
smart contracts. He has extensive knowledge of JavaScript, Node.js 
and Angular 2. Nihal is a graduate of Ganpat University with a 
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science. LinkedIn

Artem Kobrin | Data Protection Officer 
Artem is specialised in IT, cryptocurrency, patent and data protection 

law. He has particular knowledge of Data Protection Directive 95/46/
EC and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation 
(EU) 2016/679). His areas of work include legal advice on ICO 
matters, AML documentation and KYC documentation. Artem is a 
member of the International Law Students Association, American 

Society of International Law and Society of European Contract Law. He 
holds Bachelor’s (LLB) and Master’s (LLM) degrees in Law from the 

National University of Ukraine. LinkedIn



Rebeka Schoffer | Social Media Manager 
Rebeka is an illustrator, editor and content creator. She has completed 
several qualifications for both 2D and 3D modelling design, and is 
currently obtaining a degree in Computer Games (Art & Animation) from 
Glasgow Caledonian University. Rebeka is fluent in German, English and 
Hungarian. LinkedIn

Garrett Siegel | Graphic Designer 
Garrett is an experienced creative graphic designer with a passion for 
cutting edge art and design. He specialises in brand development, 
web and graphic design, art and illustration. His previous job roles 
include Graphic Designer for The RAM Group, Submurged Creative 

and Whole Foods Market. Garrett is a graduate of Florida Atlantic 
University with a degree in Graphic Design. LinkedIn
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Anton Menshickov | Front-end Web Developer 
Anton is a professional front-end web developer, Ethereum, Web3 
and Blockchain expert. He is proficient in PHP, Wordpress and Laravel, 
in addition to responsive UI/UX design. His past roles include 
Programmer at Softmotions, a Russian software development 

company. LinkedIn

Shikha Mengi | Digital Marketing Expert 
Shikha has 5+ years of experience in PHP, WordPress, Laravel, 
CodeIgniter, Photoshop, HTML, CSS, Javascript, jQuery and MySql. 
She is also a 100% White Hat SEO Expert, with a proven track record 

in SEO-optimisation. LinkedIn

Nicole Villegas | Digital Marketing Expert 
Nicole is an experienced Digital Marketing professional, with extensive 
knowledge of PR, communications and advertising. As an Account 
Coordinator at Tierney, a major U.S. Media firm, she managed 
accounts for McDonald’s and Choice Hotels. Nicole is a graduate of 
Villanova University with a Bachelor’s degree in Public Relations & 
Journalism. LinkedIn
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Token Issuance Model

For persons living in the United States, NETCHECKR LLC will only sell 
to purchasers that have met the Securities Exchange Commission 
(SEC) accredited investor status pursuant to Rule 501 of Regulation D 
of the Securities Act 1933.  

Although Netcheckr is not issuing securities (Netterium tokens are 
utilitarian and have to be used within the Netcheckr platform), it seeks 
to ensure that those purchasing Netterium tokens are deemed to have 
a level of comfort in making token purchases using the test that the US 
authorities prescribed for the identification of “sophisticated” persons.  

For this, the NETCHECKR LLC chose the SEC’s definition of “accredited 
investors”. NETCHECKR LLC is respectful of this classification although 
it has some ideological differences with the foundational basis for the 
same. Furthermore, NETCHECKR LLC does not wish to introduce non-
sophisticated persons to this young industry, if there is a risk that it 
leads them to purchase other tokens from other Initial Coin Offerings 
(“ICOs”). NETCHECKR LLC understands that this may be a temporary 
situation before guidance is obtained from US authorities, but with the 
current state of affairs it prefers to accept a “classification” which is 
acceptable to US authorities. For everyone else, except residents of 
the United States of America: Blockchain and cryptocurrency has been 
global from day one, and we welcome jurisdictions that allow their 
residents to participate freely in the purchase of Netterium tokens. 
These Netterium tokens will be issued from Netcheckr in the United 
Kingdom.

Corporate Netterium Issuance Structure

We intend to follow the IGF-1 protocol with regards to token issuance 
given the many legal grey areas of the cryptocurrency space. We are 
hoping to set the standard for the transparency and legality of token 
sales from here onwards.
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Our KYC Process

Once you register on our website, enter your Ethereum wallet 
information and the amount you want to contribute. After that, you’ll 
come to the first step of KYC, which is to verify your identity. There 
are various documents you can use, including:  

• A nationally recognized passport 

• A government-issued identity card 

• A driver’s license 

Corporate Netterium Issuance Structure

The Know Your Customer (KYC) process is the only way Netterium can 
check the source of funds raised during the token sale. We do so by 
verifying each buyer’s identity and residency. This is something that 
isn’t only required by governments and regulators, but also by banks, 
large corporations, and public bodies we’re bringing onto the 
Netterium platform. 

We spent a lot of time debating the pros and cons of KYC. If we want 
to interact with other partners in the industry, however, we really have 
no choice. We analyzed and evaluated numerous third-party KYC 
providers. None of these satisfied our requirements. Since data 
protection is an extremely important and sensitive issue, we decided 
to implement the KYC process ourselves. It’s the only way you can 
know exactly who’s handling your personal data and make sure your 
information is used for the specific purpose of the Netterium token 
sale.
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The next step is to verify your residency. Again, you have multiple 
options. You can use: 

• Bank statements 

• Utility bills 

• Official government correspondence showing your address

We know not everyone is happy about KYC and some people don’t 
agree with it, especially when it comes to cryptocurrencies. However, 
for Netterium to be a legitimate partner for public bodies and large 
companies, we need to be sure that the sources of all funds raised in 
the Netterium token sale are legitimate. No funds can come from illicit 
sources, people under sanctions, or organizations with terrorist links. 

KYC checks are important because they protect you as a contributor to 
the project. In the future, we can’t have regulators saying, “Hey, where 
are these funds from? If the source is illegitimate, maybe the funds 
need to be frozen while we investigate.” The bottom line is we’re 
doing this not only to protect the project, but to protect you, as a 
token buyer, from the possibility that anyone could claim these funds 
aren’t legitimate.

KYC Benefits
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Disclaimer
THIS DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AND IS NOT INTENDED TO BE AN 
OFFER OF SECURITIES OR ANY OTHER FINANCIAL OR INVESTMENT 
INSTRUMENT IN ANY JURISDICTION.  

NETCHECKR DOES NOT REPRESENT THAT THIS WHITE PAPER 
DISCLOSES ALL RISKS AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH NETTERIUM TOKENS, NETCHECKR AND/OR THE 
NETCHECKR PLATFORM.  

NETCHECKR EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL RESPONSIBILITY 
AND LIABILITY TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
CONSEQUENTIAL OR ANY OTHER KIND OF LOSS OR DAMAGE 
WHATSOEVER ARISING DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY FROM: (I) 
RELIANCE ON ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS WHITE 
PAPER, (II) ANY ERROR, OMISSION OR INACCURACY IN ANY SUCH 
INFORMATION, OR (III) ANY ACTION RESULTING THERE FROM. 

This White Paper is for informational purposes only and does not 
constitute and is not intended to be an offer to sell, a solicitation of an 
offer to buy, or a recommendation of: (i) NETTERIUM tokens, (ii) an 
investment in the NETCHECKR platform or any project or property of 
NETCHECKR, or (iii) shares or other securities in NETCHECKR or any 
affiliated or associated company in any jurisdiction. NETCHECKR does 
not represent that the NETTERIUM tokens discussed in this White 
Paper are suitable for any particular buyer.  You are solely responsible 
for determining whether NETTERIUM tokens are appropriate for you 
based on your personal objectives, financial circumstances, and risk 
tolerance. You should consult your business advisor, attorney, or tax 
and accounting advisor regarding your specific business, legal, or tax 
situation. 
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By publishing this White Paper, NETCHECKR does not intend to solicit, 
and is not soliciting, any action with respect to NETTERIUM tokens or 
any contractual relationship with NETCHECKR or any affiliated or 
associated company. If NETCHECKR elects to conduct a sale of 
NETCHECKR (Token Sale), any offer to sell NETTERIUM tokens will be 
made solely under the terms and conditions of a binding legal 
agreement between the buyer and NETCHECKR, the details of which 
will be made available at Netcheckr.com separately from this White 
Paper.  

Nothing in this White Paper shall be construed as imposing on any 
person an obligation to participate in the Token Sale. No act relating in 
and of itself to this White Paper, including but not limited to, 
requesting a copy of this White Paper or sharing this White Paper, shall 
constitute participation in the Token Sale.  

This White Paper includes forward-looking statements. Except for 
historical information, the matters discussed in this White Paper are 
forward-looking statements that involve certain risks and uncertainties, 
such as NETCHECKR’s expectations regarding the availability, 
functionality, and performance of NETCHECKER platform, use cases 
for the platform, future development of the platform, and the market 
conditions affecting the platform. Those risks and uncertainties also 
include, among other things, whether the proposed Token Sale is 
consummated at all or on the terms outlined in this White Paper. If any 
of those risks or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying 
assumptions prove incorrect, actual results or outcomes may vary 
materially from those expected.  

NETCHECKR disclaims any intention or obligation to update publicly 
or reverse such statements, whether as a result of new information, 
future events, or otherwise. NETCHECKR has endeavored to make 
reasonable attempts to ensure the information in this document is 
factually true and is a correct representation of the platform at the 
material time of publishing. However, as a result of development there 
platform. NETTERIUM tokens are not intended to be any of the 
following: 
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may be changes to the platform, including but not limited to: the 
platform mechanism, the platform tokens, the token mechanism, 
proposed allocation of tokens, proposed distribution of funds raised, 
that may not be included in this or any other version of this White 
Paper. NETCHECKR may, but is not obligated to, give notice of any 
changes to this or any other version of this White Paper by publishing 
updates on its website. All persons are responsible for ensuring that 
they have the latest version of this White Paper and reading and 
understanding its contents. NETTERIUM tokens are cryptographic 
tokens intended to be used within the NETCHECKR platform. 
NETTERIUM tokens are not intended to be any of the following:  

• Currency of any kind  

• Shares or interest in a collective investment scheme  

• Stocks, debentures, notes, warrants, certificates or any other 
instrument, the purpose of which is to grant a right to interest, 
dividend, payment or any kind of return from any person  

• Any form of security  

• Equity interest or evidence of ownership in any legal entity  

At the time of this writing, (i) with the exception of being used to place 
advertisements on the platform, NETTERIUM tokens cannot be 
exchanged for goods or services, (ii) NETTERIUM tokens and (iii) 
NETTERIUM tokens cannot be traded on any known exchanges.  

There is no guarantee that any NETTERIUM tokens subject of the 
Token Sale will increase in or retain its value.  It may decrease in value.  
NETCHECKR makes no representation as to the value ascribed to the 
NETTERIUM tokens, and expressly disclaims any and all liability that 
may arise as a result of the change in any value ascribed to any or all 
of them.  NETCHECKR, as the organizer of the proposed Token Sale, 
may be required under laws/ regulations of the applicable 
jurisdictions to carry out, among others, anti-money laundering, 
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counter-terrorism financing checks and/or any other background 
checks on Token Sale participants (KYC checks). By participating in the 
Token Sale, all participants agree to comply fully with such KYC checks, 
and represent that all information disclosed to NETCHECKR LLC. for 
the purpose of compliance with such KYC checks is complete and 
accurate to the best of their knowledge. 


